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trend 1:  
account-based marketing

jump aboard let it fade

let’s go from getting the gist 
to grasping the reality.
You may have read about them in Fast Company.  
Or overheard a discussion around them at the airport.  
Let’s unpack what’s what on these five sizzling subjects  
so you can decide if they are trends your company  
needs to follow.

A buzzword heard is not 
a buzzword understood.

“
”

-  Mike Lawrence, akhia communications creative director



what it is
Account-based marketing is not new—it’s a principle we have used  
for years. But the term has recently received a lot of attention in our 
industry. If you haven’t yet seen the power of this model, have no fear! 
You may already be implementing some of its key strategies.

It’s built on customization and segmentation—truly targeting accounts 
and measuring success with specific, built-in key performance indicators 
(KPIs). The trick is creating personalized campaigns that speak directly  
to your identified account’s needs and pain points, as well as including 
their preferred communication methods in your planning efforts.

implementation steps
• Identification of accounts

• Persona development

• Identification of decision-makers and influencers

• Channel audit

• Message mapping

• KPI identification

• Deployment strategy

key takeaways
• Build target audience lists for primary accounts, then further segment 

them based on priority of business goals.

• Survey current and potential customers, as well as sales team 
members, to gain a true understanding of what drives your audiences 
so you can build out hyperpersonalized messaging.

• Create a channel strategy to determine how you will reach your 
targets effectively. Do you need to purchase a marketing automation 
system? Can you leverage the power of social? How do you partner 
with sales for your deployment strategy?
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trend 2:  
voice-controlled 
technology

jump aboard let it fade



what it is
Searching for important information has gone from Encyclopedia 
Britannica to WebCrawler to Google. Now we’re at the next step 
forward: voice search. The technology behind it is getting better,  
and the popularity of voice-enabled products is driving sales upward. 
There’s no doubt voice-controlled technology is going mainstream.

In technical terms, voice-controlled technology converts speech into  
a computer command. It uses an analog-to-digital converter to translate 
sound waves into computer actions. How people are typing their 
searches versus verbally asking for answers varies considerably. So how  
do we make the most of widespread voice-tech in homes using semantic 
search? For marketers, this means adjusting the way we help  
people find us.

quick stats
• 41% of consumers own a smart speaker.1

• Amazon forecasts that Alexa (who is now even in refrigerators  
and microwaves) will generate about $18 billion by 2021.1

• 55% of people will have a smart speaker by 2022.2

• 24% of people would rather use a voice assistant than visit a website.3

key takeaways
• Any verbal keyword search into a device that is linked to a computer 

or phone will recommend similar items on that computer or phone.

• Different digital search assistants use different data. Google Home 
uses Google data. Siri uses Bing data. Alexa relies on Bing data and 
Amazon purchase history. 

• Figure out which keywords and phrases are essential to semantic 
searches, i.e., people searching in the way they talk, not just using  
a specific term. This allows you to match results to the meaning  
of a phrase, rather than trying to match specific keywords.
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noncompliance fines
These are substantial and can range from  
10 million euros (roughly $11 million) for less 
severe violations to up to 20 million euros 
(approximately $22 million) for especially 
severe ones. That’s 2-4% of your total global 
turnover of the preceding fiscal year, or 
whichever is higher.

trend 3:  
General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR)

jump aboard let it fade



what it is
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a digital privacy 
regulation approved and adopted in May 2018 in the European Union (EU) 
that is changing the way companies communicate with prospects and 
customers. This applies to all companies processing personal data of  
EU residents, even those based outside of the EU.

quick stats
• 92% of online customers cite data security and privacy as a concern.4 

• 57% of consumers don’t trust brands to use their data responsibly.5

• When it comes to GDPR marketing, 41% of marketers admit to not 
fully understanding the law and best practice for using a consumer’s 
personal data.6

key takeaways
• Update your privacy statement to comply with GDPR requirements.

• Educate your sales team about social selling. Consider having sales 
reps share relevant content on social media vs. email. 

• Focus on these three areas of concern: 

 – Data Permission: Opt-ins need to be a deliberate choice by a lead, 
prospect or customer. They must physically confirm they want to be 
contacted—no more preticked boxes that automatically opt them in 
to future communications.

 ▪ Audit your mailing list. Remove anyone who hasn’t proactively opted in to 
receive communications.

 – Data Access: “Right to be forgotten” allows consumers to have all data 
removed. As a marketer, it is your responsibility to make sure that your 
users can easily access their data and remove consent for its use. 

 ▪ Start centralizing your personal data collection into a Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) system. Google docs or Excel spreadsheets are no longer 
viable for storing customer data.

 – Data Focus: Only ask for the data you need, not what you would  
like to have. 

 ▪ Review your process for collecting data and understand what you’re 
collecting in more detail. For B2B, full name, email address and company  
name is more than enough.



trend 4:  
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

jump aboard let it fade



what it is
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that focuses  
on the creation of intelligent machines that work, process and respond 
to data like a human would. AI makes it possible for machines to learn  
from experience, adjust to new inputs and perform human-like tasks.

Today’s AI examples—chatbots and self-driving cars—rely heavily on 
deep learning and natural language processing. Using these technologies, 
computers can be trained to accomplish specific tasks by processing 
large amounts of data and recognizing patterns.

primary types
Generally, AI falls into three (somewhat contested) categories.

 – Narrow AI (aka, “weak AI”) is where most of the current AI work exists.  
It focuses on executing a single task, and interactions are limited, as 
narrow AI can’t think for itself. This is why you get nonsensical answers  
in a content search—it can’t understand context (which reinforces the 
importance of trend 2).

 – General AI (aka, “strong AI”) is where science is headed. At this level,  
AI can understand context and make judgments based on it, much like 
the human brain. Over time, it learns from experience and makes decisions 
with no prior data while using reason.

 – Super AI is extremely far away but is where technology becomes 
intellectually superior to humans. Robots would be able to think for 
themselves and operate without any human involvement, perhaps at  
the direction of another AI component.

key takeaways
• AI is helpful, but the use cases for marketing are limited.  

While brands can save time and money by rolling out chatbots  
or automating efforts like email and customer service requests,  
getting to the next level will take time. 

• Companies are spending massive amounts on AI right now, and as 
long as they continue spending the billions (if not eventually trillions)  
to advance the technology, things will move more quickly. 

• Roadblocks include: the economy, computational challenges, as well 
as moral and philosophical hurdles. Not to mention, programming 
computers to perform certain human traits such as reasoning, 
planning and problem-solving has proven difficult.



trend 5:  
blockchain technology

jump aboard let it fade



under lock and key
Blockstack is a network built on blockchain that 
touts itself as “a new internet for decentralized 
apps.” Because Blockstack’s network is built  
on blockchain-verified signatures, your personal 
data remains with you instead of existing on 
servers owned by your application. Visiting a 
site or using an app is like inserting a key into  
a lock: You keep a personal copy with you at  
all times, and once you take it out, you are 
done. There’s no running log kept of who  
used the lock and when.

what it is
Blockchain technology, while it may sound intimidating, is actually a 
groundbreaking way to avoid fraud. It is “a system in which records of 
transactions are maintained across several computers that are linked in  
a peer-to-peer network.” Not only does it create a secure transaction 
system for cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, but it can be used for other 
sorts of information tracking, too. 

Information held on a blockchain exists as a shared—and continually 
reconciled—database. The blockchain database isn’t stored in any 
single location, meaning the records it keeps are truly public and easily 
verifiable. No centralized version of this information exists for a hacker 
to corrupt. Hosted by millions of computers simultaneously, its data is 
accessible to anyone on the internet.

key takeaway
• For now, the application is more or less limited to finance,  

but there’s opportunity for growth in many areas, including 
marketing. Places we may see it pop up include analytics,  
data privacy and advertising buys (look up the Brave blockchain 
browser with Basic Attention Token (BAT).
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